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Notice to Users 
‘This RISSB product has been developed using input from rail experts from across the Rail 
Industry and represents good practice for the industry. The reliance upon or manner of use of 
this RISSB product is the sole responsibility of the user who is to assess whether it meets their 
organisation’s operational environment and risk profile.’ 
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Non-Mandatory and Non-Normative  

It was formally determined and agreed that Guidelines are not enforceable or mandatory. These 
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1  Introduction 

1.1 Scope of this Document 
This Derailment Investigation and Analysis manual has been written as a reference guide to be 
used in the investigation of derailments. 

This document describes aspects of train operations, rolling stock, infrastructure, and human 
factors that could cause or contribute to a derailment. 

The Rail Safety National Law requires all rail systems to have a Safety Management System 
(SMS) in place. 

SMS is a risk based system, this means that the organisation has identified the main hazards 
for its activities and assessed the level of risk associated with these activities. 

Control measures are then developed and introduced in the form of policies, standards and 
specifications. 

The investigation would check against the system to ensure it is adequately identifying and 
managing the hazards. 

1.2 Common Terms and Definitions  
The following terms will be used in the manual, although most have not yet been agreed as 
standard definitions: 

Commander\site manager An employee delegated responsibility for the direction of staff and 
resources in the performance of roles and task at the site of 
Emergency\Incident, recording the events during the 
Emergency\Incident, and liaison with external agencies 

Emergency Services The statutory fire, police, ambulance or coastguard services in whose 
areas a derailment occurs 

Flange Climb Derailment A derailment in which a wheel of an item of Rolling stock mounts the 
rail on which it is running so that the flange runs on the rail head 
before dropping off on the outside of the rail. 

Formal Inquiry A formally structured inquiry generally implemented in the case of 
high potential or major accidents. 

Investigation An investigation into the circumstances of an accident or incident. The 
need to ensure the appropriate range and depth of investigation will 
normally necessitate a formal investigation involving a person or team 
working to a Terms of Reference/remit. 

Lead Investigator A person appointed to lead the investigation team. 

Mechanism of Derailment The method or process by which the wheel(s) leave the rail(s). This is 
not the cause. 

Point of Derailment (POD) Point of wheel climb evidenced by wheel mark(s) on the rail head, or 
estimated as slightly before the first wheel mark on the sleepers. It is 
not the first mark due to dragging equipment although this point may 
also be significant and should be recorded. 
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	 Meeting legal requirements, and
	 Humane, environmental, legal and financial reasons.
	 the events leading up to the derailment
	 mechanism of derailment
	 immediate cause(s)
	 basic cause(s) and consequences of derailment
	 the time of derailment
	 the sequence of events leading up to the derailment
	 the initial point of derailment
	 the first vehicle to be derailed
	 the first wheel to be derailed
	 the sequence of events following derailment
	 repair of damaged infrastructure or removal
	 rolling stock or that may be lost over time (such as rail wheel temperatures, brakes pressures, memory of witnesses)
	 physical details such as the railway line gradient and signal sighting
	 train marshalling and maintenance records
	 track recording car data
	 historical records such as crew rosters or training details
	 Wheels lifted off the rails Large forces or shocks in the train, or collapse of a safety critical part to the vehicle.
	 Wheel obstructed Physical obstruction of the wheels or bogie by relatively small objects. Wheels are deflected from the rails or the bogie is lifted.
	 Wheel drop between the rails This requires a failure of the rail or rail fastenings/support, or the wheel moving on the axle.
	 Wheels rotate over the rail This is associated with overturning of the vehicle (rollover). The most common cause being excess speed on a tight curve.
	 Flange climbing A change in the train forces and conditions at the wheel flange/rail contact point that leads to the flange climbing and crossing the rail.
	 general alignment of the railway to show curves, transition curves, turnouts or other P&C, road crossings, signals, surrounding topography
	 direction of the train
	 location where the front of the train stopped relative to km marker
	 positions and identification numbers of derailed vehicles, un-derailed vehicles, and detached components with respect to km markers or other fixtures
	 track features on approach to derailment with details of evidence or key information eg. speed board
	 derailment marks and dimensions
	 track damage, condition of track, derailed running marks, details of damaged track and structures
	 vehicle damage, couplers, brake equipment, wheel damage, displaced payloads etc.
	 positions of any witnesses
	 location of samples collected or other relevant evidence
	 positions of casualties, obstacles, hazards, features of note
	 take photographs from different positions
	 put reference markers against features of note e.g. point of derailment
	 chalk or paint identification marks on rails, wheels, detached components etc
	 take general views to set the scene then details for each feature of track and train
	 record details of bogies, loading, and any vehicle feature that might have contributed or caused the derailment
	 photograph the track from different angles to highlight any irregularities
	 record derailment marks from different angles and highlight with chalk or paintstick
	 record damage to train, track and structures
	 make a record of the photographer and when the photographs were taken
	 put reference numbers on each print
	 store negatives/data in the accident file
	 assess the site and plan the subjects
	 chalk/paint reference numbers on rails, vehicles etc
	 hold camera still when focussed on key evidence
	 dictate information as required
	 fix camera to vehicle or stand it on track to film movements
	 do not walk when set in zoom or telephoto
	 frequently check that recording is taking place
	 remove security tag when finished to prevent over-recording
	 Label with details of investigation and camera operator
	 use when continuous observation required
	 check frequently that recording obtained
	 retain data until case is finalised
	 secure to prevent over-recording
	 ensure equipment is calibrated
	 retain original records. eg: wheel or rail profiles
	 precautions and protection
	 representative samples and control samples
	 appropriate containers
	 labelling and identification
	 chain of custody
	 cross levels
	 track gauge
	 track vertical profile (track top)
	 track alignment ( versines on a 10 metre chord)
	 indications of vertical or lateral displacement e.g. voids under sleepers
	 rail head side wear
	 brief details of date and time of incident
	 speed of train if known (Speed restrictions in place at time), and previous speed of train eg: Section times from controller and details from Signals and Operational Systems
	 injuries
	 dangerous Goods/Explosives
	 name of Incident Controller
	 direction of movement/s
	 location
	 kilometrage
	 RICS train list - empties/loads/tonnes/ train number/ train wire etc
	 history of attaches/detaches prior to derailment
	 number of wagons/units/loaded/empty derailed etc
	 position of first derailed vehicle etc
	 copies of Safeworking documents etc if appropriate
	 any special instructions issued to train crew clearance / hazardous materials and brief description of incident
	 weather information at time of incident at scene
	 light conditions/visibility/sky cover
	 precipitation/temperature
	 humidity/wind direction and ground cover
	 examine the wheels, bearings, couplers and general features of the first and perhaps the second wagon. Look for obvious signs of mechanical failure
	 assess the type and extent of derailed running damage on wheels and see if it suggests which wagon was derailed first
	 note the displacement left or right of wheels, bogies and wagon bodies
	 note rail distortion - Sometimes the cause is apparent and sometimes one or more probable causes can be developed for verifying later
	 feel the wheels of vehicles for retained heat when applicable - this will help indicate which vehicles were braking, braking heavily or not braking. Wheels will retain heat for more than one hour when heavy braking has occurred. It can also be used ...
	 short or long wheel marks along top of the rail
	 marks at regular intervals on one rail
	 rail abrasion
	 marks on turnouts
	 wheel marks(s) inside one or both rails
	 no marks on rail but disturbed track or marks on the sleepers
	 unexplained marks on rail and track
	 detached components or spilled payload from rolling stock
	 dislodged or damaged rail clips, dog spikes etc
	 derailed vehicles being diverted at points and crossings. This tends to derail vehicles in front and behind a vehicle which has been running derailed
	 derailed vehicles or the train stopping abruptly eg: Collision with a bridge, solid structure, loading on another train, or dug into the ground. This causes shocks in the train and wheels to lift off
	 destruction of the track and vehicles rolling down embankments
	 examine wheels of derailed vehicles in search of those that show the most severe flange impact or abrasion damage
	 observe marks made at rail, joints, anchors, ballast or other track components on wheel flanges, tread, rim or hub, on bogie side frame or on wagon centre sill - derailed wheels will show signs of heavy chafing, bluish discolouration of rims and fla...
	 make sure as the first pass inspection is made, the severity of all markings should be rated on a scale from 1 to 10
	 ensure care is taken to match detached wheels to the correct wagon by comparing wheel and journal sizes, type of journal bearings and manufacturing identification
	 ensure the wagon initial and number are chalked or marked on the matching piece - the first wagon to derail may often be identified by the severity of marks in these areas.
	 heavy buff or draft shocks
	 longitudinal forces due to improper train handling
	 longitudinal forces due to train marshalling (location of light and heavy wagons)
	 long wagon/short wagon combination on a sharp curve
	 sudden load shift
	 buckled track
	 failure of component such as coupler, wheel flange or rim
	 bogie not slewing properly
	 collision with another train or trackside object
	 irregular cross level (usually in a curve)
	 parallel irregularities in top
	 excessive superelevation for speed of train and curvature
	 excessive change in cross levels or low joints ie; twist
	 imbalanced load
	 shifted load
	 missing or broken springs
	 mismatched or unequal adjustment of suspension components
	 inoperative snubbing device or dampers
	 side bearer defect eg: excessive clearance permits greater body roll
	 too little clearance unloads the wheel through curve transition
	 excessive speed
	 overweight wagon
	 heavy buff or draft force
	 longitudinal force due to improper train handling
	 forces due to train marshalling (mixture of light and heavy wagons)
	 restricted curving ability of locomotive or freight wagon bogie
	 damaged rolling stock or infrastructure that caused injury during the accident
	 hazards to the escape or rescue of people involved in the accident
	 damage to non-railway property, equipment or businesses that could result in claims for compensation
	The following notes summarise the recording of derailed running evidence:
	 it was defective and could not withstand ordinary operating stresses
	 operating stresses exceeded ordinary levels
	 metal fatigue. The team should determine what the defect was or why stresses were excessive. Arrange for a metallurgical examination from an appropriate source, either internal or external, depending on the situation.
	 Worn or damaged switchblade
	 Side worn stock rail and deformed/worn switchblade
	 Sharp corner on hardened steel switchblades (may penetrate wheel flange)
	 Severe track twist (reduces wheel load V)
	 Misaligned track (results in increased impact force and angle of attack)
	 Wheel defects such as incorrect (shallow) flange angle, ridged/square flange
	 Vehicle fault affecting wheel loads such as broken springs, incorrect adjustment of suspensions or packings, frame twist of bogie or vehicle body
	 Uneven distribution of payload
	 Interference between vehicles restricting vertical/lateral movement
	 Rotationally stiff bogies caused by excess loading or interference at sidebearers or centre pivot
	 Excess speed causing increased impact force at points and/or vehicle response to track irregularities
	 Hand Points
	 Obstruction between switchblade and stock rail such as ballast or accumulated rubbish
	 Dry slide chairs cause the switchblade to drag and fail to close properly
	 Blade stays open after trailing movement (requires other deficiencies)
	 Excessive sidewear on stock rail
	 Loose stock rail
	 Loose point box/frame
	 Positive lock mechanism insecure or worn
	 Point box mechanism or connecting rod fouled by ballast etc.
	 Point box spring mechanism incorrectly set
	 Broken spring in point box
	 Bent or twisted switchblade (blade moves open at tip under traffic)
	 Switchblade fits badly against lateral support blocks
	 Bent spreader bars
	 Thin wheel flange (with other deficiencies)
	 Rotationally stiff bogies
	 Lateral interference between vehicles restricting displacement when vehicles negotiate points
	 Track flexure under traffic
	 Dragging object from train damages point rods or locking system
	 Interlocked Points
	 Operation of points during un-signalled movement
	 Loss of vehicle detection by track circuits
	 Signalling system wiring/control mechanism error or malfunction
	 Loose stock rail
	 Hand Points
	 Hand points moved by person during train movement
	 Spring points released by operator during movement
	 Rotationally stiff bogies
	 Point box deficiencies as described in Split Switch factors
	 Track flexure under traffic
	 Switchblade fits badly against stock rail (high lateral force at wheel flanges cause pivot action)
	 Lateral interference between vehicles restricting displacement when negotiating points
	 Point lever struck by object on train such as open container door or shifted load
	 Interlocked Points
	 Operation of points during un-signalled movement
	 Loss of vehicle detection by track circuits
	 Signal/wiring control mechanism error or malfunction
	 Maintenance error during degraded operations
	 Derailment at Crossings - Potential Factors
	 Derailment in vicinity of crossing caused by reversed points
	 Loose guard rail
	 Loose crossing assembly
	 Guard rail to crossing nose dimension incorrect
	 Wheelset spacing incorrect on axle such as loose tyre, wheel shift, deformed wheels
	 Excessive wear or incorrect adjustment of guard rail
	 Interlocking between vehicles restricting lateral displacement
	 Traction or braking shocks
	 Obstruction
	 Squeezing-up or run-in between sections of the train
	 Failure to set swingnose crossing manually in correspondence with points
	 body and tracking ability
	 wheels and axles
	 bogie
	 draft gear
	 brake gear
	 Condition of bogie bolster bowl, shims, wear rings and degree of lubrication if derailment occurred with wheel climb and bogie swivelling problems are suspected.
	 Condition of centre plate extension pads if equipped. Improper condition could permit excessive body roll or impair tracking ability of the bogie.
	 Centre plate broken: could inhibit bogie swivel, leading to wheel climb.
	 Bogie swivel may be inhibited due to insufficient side bearer clearance.
	 Centre pin bent, broken or missing and centre casting rim damage indicate the vehicle may have been off-centre. It could have been knocked off-centre by over speed coupling of vehicles, rough shunt or excessive slack action caused by improper use of...
	 The vehicle body bolster broken or bent.
	 Side bearer top wear plate missing, worn hollow or broken will cause excessive side bearer clearance. This may result in wheel climb at speeds greatly different from balance speed on track with cross level or superelevation irregular but within norm...
	 Improper side bearer bolts may foul bearer plate and may prevent bogie from curving properly. This may result in wheel climb. Look for indications of the side bearer ends recently striking, say a proud bolt hexagon head etc.
	 centre sill broken or bent: the centre sill is the main structure through the centre of the wagon. A sagged wagon may spill its load or damage the track, causing a derailment. Determine whether impact, fatigue or overload was the cause
	 wagon body twisted
	 wagon body sills broken or bent
	 wagon doors fallen
	 open hopper doors displaced due to striking the track
	 defective trailer or container hitch
	 broken or bent floor, floor supports or cross bearers: wagon floor failures are due to fatigue or overload. Some loading may produce weight concentrations that exceed design capability of the floor. Failure allows loading to drop to the track struct...
	 hand-brakes not entirely released
	 stuck brakes
	 long braking duration, tread burn, dragging brake
	 brake levers improperly adjusted, incorrect levers fitted
	 incorrect relay ratio on empty wagons
	 over braked single ratio wagon
	 at what speed was the train travelling. A cross check of the speed can be obtained by comparing section running times of the train with normal traffic times or down loading from event recorder when fitted. Check train speed from trackside equipment ...
	 the wagon may have recently been involved in a minor derailment in a yard
	 it may have been overloaded
	 roller bearing may be the wrong size for the wagon
	 a plain bearing wagon may have been subjected to rough handling or sudden emergency brake application that displaced the slipper
	 damaged due to a flat wheel
	 rigging may be dragging, this may occur because a safety loop was missing.
	 a hand brake or park brake may not be on, allowing a car to roll free.
	 a hand brake may not be released, affecting the curving ability of the "B" end bogie or in many instances both bogies.
	 an unreleased hand brake may overheat wheels possibly leading to a broken wheel. Look for flat spots on wheels.
	 a hand braked wheel which may have skidded for many kilometres on an empty train may start to rotate when the wagon is loaded. The large wheel flat will bounce the wheel and cause derailment.
	 wrong fitting of cast iron and high or medium friction composition brake blocks will affect braking performance.
	 missing or excessively worn brake shoes or excessive piston travel reduces braking performance. A defective or misapplied slack adjuster, or misapplied brake shoes such as composition in place of cast iron, can cause the vehicle to brake abnormally....
	 overheated brake blocks could indicate stuck brakes. A brake system leak or defective control valve may cause a dragging brake application and result in a derailment.
	 a jammed slack adjuster located in a pull rod may result in no air or handbrake application at the wheel.
	 history of air brake problems with the train or any of the vehicles before derailment
	 were brakes cut out on any vehicles? Where were they located?
	 condition of hoses, look for worn or burst hoses
	 condition of flexible connections and any fittings
	 securement of hose bags
	 condition of piping, flattened or leaking excessively
	 loose action cocks or closed cocks
	 blockages in pipes or hoses
	 position of cock handles
	 wheel temperatures at last hot and cold wheel detector
	 impact detector readout
	 obtain a fully detailed train rollingstock list
	 was main reservoir piping cut-in on the loaded train?
	 missing brake rods
	 loose or broken brake pins
	 missing or damaged brake beam safety loops
	 brake lever supports or guides broken
	 bottom rod loops broken or missing
	 brake gear dragging – look for missing or damaged safety loops
	 gear cases fallen off
	 suspension bearings collapsed allowing wheel to seize
	 axle box snubbers seized/cocked allowing axle box to stick
	 broken primary or secondary suspension
	 broken wheels
	 sticking tri-mounts, seized traction motor
	 condition of bogie bolster bowl, shims, wear rings and degree of lubrication if derailment occurred with wheel climb and bogie swivelling problems are suspected
	 condition of centre plate extension pads if equipped. Improper condition could permit excessive body roll or impair tracking ability of the bogie
	 centre plate broken: could inhibit bogie swivel, leading to wheel climb.
	 bogie swivel may be inhibited due to insufficient side bearer clearance.
	 centre pin bent, broken or missing and centre casting rim damage indicate the vehicle may have been off-centre. It could have been knocked off-centre by overspeed coupling of vehicles, rough shunt or excessive slack action caused by improper use of ...
	 vehicle body bolster broken or bent.
	 side bearer top wear plate missing, worn hollow or broken will cause excessive side bearer clearance. This may result in wheel climb at speeds greatly different from balance speed on track with cross level or superelevation irregularity but within n...
	 improper side bearer bolts may foul bearer plate and may prevent bogie from curving properly. This may result in wheel climb. Look for indications of the side bearer ends recently striking, say a proud bolt hexagon head etc.
	 what do crew members think caused the accident?
	 determine what train handling techniques were used.
	 determine slack status just prior to derailment penalty or emergency application. Slack may be stretched, going out, bunched, coming in or coasting. If train was stretched just prior to emergency, the emergency application will cause severe run-in i...
	 prior to departure from the initial terminal, was a proper air brake test made? When was the train last inspected or examined? What type of inspection? At the moment of penalty or emergency brake application, were any brakes already applied? When an...
	 examine driver's log reports. Were there any abnormalities noted by the driver in connection with the locomotive's operation? Abnormalities such as rough ride, locomotive alarm bell ringing, control of dynamic brake distributed powered control, and ...
	 at the scene, inspect cabs of all units in the consist. In collisions or excessive speed derailments, locomotive cab inspection may be the only source of train handling data while locomotive crew are hospitalised or otherwise not available. Under th...
	 check equalising reservoir pressure settings, positions of cocks, multiple unit and distributed powered settings (were all multiple unit cables coupled and was such cabling properly connected?), control/fuel pump switch, engine run switch, generator...
	 if a locomotive condition or failure is a possible cause, a rolling stock officer should examine the locomotive for signs of malfunction or damage as the result of abnormal operation. See chapter 5. Re-examine units after they are rerailed. Compare ...
	 when and where was the track structure behind the train observed for any unusual signs or marks?
	 where were all crew members at the time of the accident? Were they sitting or standing? Did any crew member actually see the accident? Was the person controlling the locomotive distracted by conditions inside or outside the locomotive (such as adjac...
	 where there any unusual ride characteristics noted by the crew members immediately prior to the derailment?
	 note the condition of the braking equipment. Observe if lead locomotives were cut-in set to maintain/ non-maintain.
	 note the position of the controllers, emergency cocks.
	 observe if coupled locomotives brake system correctly cut-out and controllers removed where applicable. Note the position of any controller.
	 where brake failure occurred a brake engineer should be consulted and the controlling brake system should be tested on test racks in a brake shop.
	 where braking is in question do not move the vehicle and obliterate wheel tread heating evidence.
	 head-on - a violent meeting of opposing trains on the same track.
	 rear-end - a violent meeting of two trains on the same track when the following train runs into the leading standing or moving train or locomotive. This also can occur when the leading train backs into the following moving train or locomotive. If tw...
	 side - a violent meeting at a turnout or a diamond crossing, where a train strikes the side of another train or locomotive.
	 raking - a destructive meeting between two trains on adjacent tracks or a train and a structure, where there is an obstruction within fouling limits of clearance.
	 broken train - a collision which results from a train separating, and these separated parts of the train subsequently collide.
	 train and buffer stops.
	 level crossings – train and motor vehicles.
	 derailment occurs on curves, with derailed vehicles rolling out to the high side, lying end to end they may uncouple as the wagons strike the ground. Check the consist to compare positions of derailed vehicles with their original position of the tra...
	 rail rolled over under stiffly sprung or low centre of gravity rolling stock.
	 derailed rolling stock travelled appreciable distance on the ground.
	 Obtain speed print out from locomotives and check performance. If not so equipped, have the rolling stock engineering's brake specialist arrange for an estimate of speed. For determination of the overturning speed of the vehicle at the POD contact t...
	 If excessive speed is suspected, the following steps should be taken:
	– test brakes of non-derailed vehicles and locos. Use load cells, where available and measure braking force or at least measure brake cylinder pressure.
	– check piston travel on non-derailed vehicles preferably after they have been moved and stopped by a service application.
	– check other vehicles in the train for uncoupling, derailed wheels, off-centre wedges or springs out of place, and broken draft gear.
	– check warmth of wheels for indication of braking throughout train.
	– inspect all cocks, hoses and pipes for brake system continuity.
	– do not move vehicles until all wheels and wheel treads are inspected for heating or no heating.
	 determine if high buff forces were created while negotiating points, causing rail turnover or wheel flange climb.
	 check guard rails for wheel marks or looseness.
	 determine if high draft forces caused wheel flange climb or inner rail overturn eg: bunched train then power rapidly applied. Any anti-jackknifing couplers involved, and
	 check for possible long-short vehicle combination (see section 8.2.1).
	 where speed is a factor, check to see that permanent or temporary speed signs are properly placed according to engineering standards and operating rules. Speed restrictions should be checked for proper wording and identification of limits and for vi...
	 determine if restrictions were placed so that heavy braking began in a curve and created high lateral forces or began on disturbed track and created lateral forces high for that location.
	 derailed wagons are pulled over the low rail, usually in a straight line, or sometimes the low rail overturns and the high wheel drops in
	 derailed wagons are generally empty, lightly loaded, long overhang or long wagon/short wagon combinations
	 the train is powered by large locomotive consists
	 a short flange mark on top of the rail
	 which vehicles parted? Were they loaded or empty? Long or short?
	 which knuckle opened? Or slipped over or under?
	 where did uncoupling occur?
	 what is the frequency of separations at this location (freight group (rolling stock defect coordinator) keeps records)?
	 what is the condition of cut out cocks, air hoses, brake pipe cocks and couplers?
	 was the locomotive pulling? Coasting? Braking? Slack in draft or buff? any change in throttle or brake?
	 did the rear portion run into the head end?
	 what were the weather conditions and rail surface conditions?
	 what was the track geometry at the point of separation?
	 what was the speed of the train when the incident occurred?
	 bogie Centre plate separation or off-centre
	 train separation
	 broken knuckle or vehicle endwall struck by coupler
	 wheel overclimb or rail overturned
	 shifted loading, damaged securement or bracing or damaged loading
	 stringlining or jack-knifing
	 buckled wagon
	 wagons/carriages in drawgear classification order where practical
	 the use of as few transition links as necessary, by marshalling all drawhook wagons together and all auto coupled wagons together
	 loaded wagons should in general be towards the front of the train
	 check for light wagons between heavy wagons
	 check for wagons loaded at one end
	 type and number of locomotives
	 type, number and masses of wagons
	 direction of travel
	 number and position of derailed vehicles
	 speed of the train before and at derailment
	 obtain fully detailed train wire
	 collect recent train operations history
	 power, Dynamic Brake and Air Brake settings before and at derailment (for distributed power trains the data for each remote locomotive group is also required)
	 exact track location
	 track plan and section of the track at the location and the rail section travelled over by the train before derailment
	 any observation of track defects before derailment (the track is often not available for inspection after derailment)
	 obtain recent track recording car data
	 increased derailment risk of long rakes of empty hopper coal wagons when the emergency brake is applied at the head end
	 wheel unloading of up to 20% in rakes of empty hopper wagons due to normal throttle changes
	 wheel unloading of up to 50% in rakes of empty hopper wagons due to rapid throttle changes
	 wheel unloading approaching 90% for an empty wagon subject to large in-train forces in a loaded (8000t) distributed power train
	 to carry the heavy wheel load and distribute such load to the sleepers
	 to provide a continuous running surface for the train
	 to “steer” or direct the train on a set path
	 train speed in relation to permissible speed eg: speedboard or rolling stock restriction
	 starting, acceleration, deceleration and stopping
	 buff, draft, coasting
	 design cant
	 amount and uniformity of cant
	 centre of gravity of rolling stock
	 side bearer clearances
	 vehicle loading
	 train marshalling
	 turnouts
	 all joints within welded rail
	 level crossings
	 open deck bridges
	 improperly adjusted rail, especially when rail was laid in cold weather
	 insufficient rail anchors or anchors not tight against sleepers
	 insufficient ballast height or shoulder width
	 track disturbed by maintenance in hot weather, including tamping, lining and sleeper renewal
	 alignment defect
	 a combination of poor track conditions. eg: foul/degraded ballast, poor sleepers
	 a nearby level crossing or other feature which anchors the track
	 track fastenings with low “ toe load “ eg: dog spikes versus e type clips
	 gradients (can affect rail creep due to braking)
	 coasting, especially in a sag or near a bridge, level crossing or diamond crossing
	 heavy braking
	 wagon hunting
	 all or most traffic travelling in one direction
	 train movement on rail at high rail temperatures
	 works to be performed in accordance with applicable relevant Standards
	 buckle prone areas to be entered into a hazard register
	 track stability forms are filled out prior to the commencement of the summer and track buckle forms are submitted if a buckle occurs
	 they do not wear to a profile to form a ramp that a worn "square top" wheel flange can climb
	 they fit neatly against the stock rail so they cannot flex
	 switch blade movement is not impeded due to obstruction or lack of lubrication
	 route and direction of train
	 position of switch blades and throw mechanism after derailment
	 condition of wheel flange (thin? square top?)
	 evidence of coasting
	 condition and fit of switch blades
	 chipped or worn switch blades
	 how much tension holding points in place
	 have points moved longitudinally due to rail movement
	 any obstruction between stock rail and switch blade
	 stock rail chairs tight
	 switch stops adjusted correctly
	 condition of points lever and rods
	 all connecting bolts in place and tight
	 is points lever secured tightly to sleepers
	 how much play (wasted motion) in throw mechanism
	 clearance between cheeseweight and rodding?
	 improved determination of factors responsible for derailments
	 improved accuracy of data
	 more track features measured
	 deflection of loaded track recorded
	 improved correlation between vehicle/track evidence
	 comparability with Track Recorder Car records
	 potential for use with train dynamics/vehicle dynamics modelling
	 better understanding of safety thresholds
	 cross levels
	 gauge
	 track top
	 versines
	 deflections of rails vertically and laterally eg: voids
	 survey length of 30 metres on the approach side and 20 metres into the derailment
	 measurements taken at one metre intervals
	 measurements of cross levels, gauge
	 versines
	 voids, if there are indications of significant rail deflection
	 lateral deflection of rails in cases such as gauge spread
	 profiles of switchblade/stock rail where flangeclimb has been identified as the mechanism of derailment
	 the true variation in cross level (or cant) will be evident when plotted as a graph
	 the convention of calculated cant gradients (track twists) will indicate the effect on wheel loads of the vehicle
	 if the track is nominally straight choose the left rail high as positive
	 if the track is on a curve with applied cant, choose the high rail as the positive cant rail.  This will make it easier when calculating cant gradients
	 modern instruments measure gauge at the correct point on the rails. Older instruments may not measure gauge at the gauging point.
	 combination gauges can be used to measure guard rail gaps.
	 indications of rail movement should be recorded separately. These may be lateral or vertical displacements. For example, a rail baseplate sinking into a sleeper at its outer edge will result in gauge widening due to the tilt of the rail.
	 rail lipping occurs on the inner rail of some curves. The stepped ‘buttons’ of modern instruments will avoid the lip and record the gauge at the correct point.
	 the distance from the instrument to the measuring point
	 heat haze or poor visibility condition
	 ability of the surveyor to accurately estimate the readings to the nearest millimetre
	 designate the last reading, the ‘foresight’ before moving the instrument.
	 take a reading on the same point from the new instrument position. This becomes the ‘backsight’.
	 the difference between the ‘foresight’ and the ‘backsight’ is the correction factor applied to the new section measurements. This enables the survey lengths to be reconciled.
	 provide the person holding the staff with a spirit level attachment to ensure the staff is vertical
	 choose the most experienced person as surveyor
	 have the readings checked at intervals by another person
	 measure versines on the outer rail of a curve
	 use versine handles to support the string line
	 derailment is identified as flangeclimb on plain track and the track condition is a potential factor (or there is a need to establish the railhead shape)
	 derailment is identified as spread gauge and you need to show the relationship of the wheels and rails
	 derailment is identified as flangeclimb on a switchblade
	 rail profile produced on sensitive paper that can fade
	 a reference line can easily be established
	 it is difficult to compare or overlay consecutive rail profiles to measure differences
	 no longer being used much due to accuracy and questionable repeatability
	 clamps onto the rail head and connects to a notebook computer. No reference line produced
	 approximate cost = $20,000 + including computer
	 output produced as an AutoCAD file
	 used by Track Engineers to take rail profiles
	 compact in size and clamps onto the rail using a magnetic base and profile orientation reference
	 approximate cost = $28,000 + and requires a laptop computer
	 skill required to operate
	 used by some rail staff for quality control
	 touch screen computer with reference arm to orientate profile. Menu driven program and automated profile measurement
	 cost of device = $45,000 +
	 produces a digital rail profile that can be overlayed against a template file
	 plot the rail height upwards from a horizontal base line
	 take account of change points in the instrument
	 make adjustment for line gradient
	 find the position of the other rail if measurements are taken on one rail only
	 obtain the loaded track top by subtracting voidmeter readings
	 add or subtract the correction factor if the instrument has been moved
	 subtract measurements from a nominal value. For example if all the readings fall below two metres then subtract from two metres and plot the differences
	 cant gradients (track twist) may be a design feature on transition curves, but can be a maintenance problem on any section of ballasted track.
	 the steeper the cant gradient, the greater is the tendency to reduce wheel loads with attendant increase in derailment risk.
	 cant gradients are normally plotted at the leading axle position. This is because leading wheels are able to adopt a positive angle of attack to the rail and are therefore more likely to derail.
	 values are plotted at the trailing axle position if it is known that a trailing wheel derailed first.
	 production gangs and large gangs who generally work on longer “segments” of track
	 maintenance gangs generally work on local individual faults.
	 setting and monitoring objective traffic based maintenance standards
	 track maintenance planning and quality control
	 derailment prevention and post derailment investigation
	 rail wear measurement and rail maintenance planning
	 overhead maintenance planning
	 maintenance of Track - Overhead relationship
	 pull down prevention and post pull down analysis
	 tamping quality analysis
	 track structure performance comparisons
	 track asset recording and analysis
	 environment Video Recording
	 strategic planning and economic analysis
	 track upgrading planning..
	 printed histogram provided by computer evaluation system
	 used to locate track with poor TCI
	 used to locate areas of abnormal parameter variation
	 printed reports provide:
	 location & size of spot “exceptions” or track faults,
	– can be produced metre by metre level for inspection,
	– categorised into Severe or Maintenance exceptions
	 comparative reports comparing vehicle runs can be used to check quality:
	– mechanised work
	– non mechanised work
	– track deterioration
	– track improvement associated with track upgrades
	– rail rectification work
	Matisa PV6 recording car:
	 mechanical measurement vehicle
	 measures and stores track geometry only
	 6 measurement wheels to measure track
	 Originally oil damped pendulum of superelevation measurement (some being upgraded to an electronic gyroscope)
	 works on light axle load lines (ie: generally branch lines)
	 vehicle is self-propelled
	 can record “Environmental videos” of the rail system
	 non contact measurement vehicle
	 10 video cameras interfaced with computers
	 measure actual shape of rails and geometry
	 superelevation measured via an electronic level metre and 2 gyroscopes
	 an instrumented pantograph measures overhead geometry parameters
	 records “Environmental videos” of the rail system
	 records on higher tonnage lines and overhead traction areas
	 vehicle is self-propelled
	 onboard computers record rail, track and overhead geometry
	 sampling interval 0.88m for rail and track geometry
	 sampling interval 0.44m for overhead
	 minimum sampling rate 0.090m
	 digitised rail profiles stored in data files
	 a computerised library containing a summary of all recorded data
	 over 20 years data available for trend analysis
	 track misalignments, twist over the bogie and/or vehicle outer wheelbase, variations in cant or irregular cant
	 excessive superelevation, especially when operating below nominal speed
	 lateral or longitudinal imbalance of the vehicle loading
	 improper side bearer clearances (too large causes more roll while too little causes more wheel unloading at a track twist)
	 excessive buff causes lift or is transferred into lateral forces
	 long-short or heavy-light vehicle combinations with buff on short turnouts, crossovers or sharp curves (These translate into high lateral forces)
	 torsionally stiff or stiffly sprung vehicle on track with excessive twist
	 severe flat spot or eccentric wheel
	 train was travelling between 20 & 35 km/h on equal stagger jointed rail track or welded rail track with several consecutive low spots
	 first vehicle off was a heavy, high centre-of-gravity wagon
	 first vehicle derailed to outside of curve
	 derailment occurred in transition or in curve of 400 m radius or less
	 bogie centre distance close to spacing of joints or low spots
	 stiff wagon body
	 broken body centre plates
	 evidence of springs going solid
	 broken or missing springs
	 defective or missing hydraulic or friction snubbers
	 side bearer damage
	 shifted loading in lateral direction
	 10 mm cross level deviation on at least three consecutive joints on one rail will induce roll, but generally will not cause wheel lift
	 15 mm cross level deviation on at least three consecutive joints may put a wagon on the verge of wheel lift
	 20 mm cross level deviation occurring over at least three consecutive joints will probably create lift
	 difficulty maintaining track top
	 broken track components indicating excessive vertical forces from springs on Rolling stock going solid
	 dry rail making flange climb easier
	 empty or lightly loaded wagons, or flat wagons with one trailer or container
	 train speed of at least 80km/h
	 dry rail
	 straight track or curvature of 1000 m radius or greater
	 roller bearing bogies
	 mode of derailment is usually wheel climb
	 wheels have substantial service wear and visible tread hollowing. Similar flange wear on both wheels of a wheelset
	 contact band on rail close to gauge corner giving higher effective conicity by contacting on more steeply tapered part of wheel
	 excessive wear of friction wedges making it easier for lozenging
	 lack of or inoperative hunting control devices such as constant contact side bearers (Check for loss of preload or excessive longitudinal free travel)
	 excessive wear of bolster gibs, centre bowl vertical wall or roller bearing adaptor backs evidence of springs rotating indicating wagon has a history of hunting
	 excessive wear of coupler carrier wear plate coupler underside and draft gear support plate indicating wagon has a history of hunting



